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Graduate student Souichi Tatsumi is demanding, violent, tyrannical and a homophobe. So, it's unfortunate that his best
assets are a beacon to the homosexual eye: his ass and crotch.

Tetsuhiro Morinaga is a university student with a four-year-old crush on his senpai , Souichi Tatsumi, whom
he assists with his research projects. In Challengers, while sick with a cold, Morinaga inadvertently confessed
that he is gay and in love with Souichi. Following this, he believes that Souichi now hates him since he is
homophobic and says he will leave school, but Souichi actually cares for him and insists that they just forget
about it and remain good friends. Their story ends with Morinaga convinced that his feelings will never be
reciprocated. Souichi furiously calls Tomoe to tell him that he should not get any ideas about getting married,
but Tomoe had not actually heard about the news since he had been busy working. Meanwhile, Morinaga
laments to a friend about his unrequited love for Souichi, who in turn gives Morinaga a special drink that will
make Souichi more compliant. Morinaga tries to throw it in the trash on his way home, but is uncomfortable
with the thought of someone else finding it and reluctantly takes it home and hides it in his cupboard. After
Souichi drinks all of the alcohol they had bought, he demands that Morinaga go out to buy more. While
Morinaga is out, Souichi searches his apartment for any alcohol he may have and finds the hidden drug filled
wine bottle and drinks it, not knowing it is drugged. At first it appears that it has no effect and Morinaga
believes that he was tricked by his friend. They go to sleep, but Souichi wakes up during the night to find
himself aroused and unable to move his body properly. He tries to sneak off to relieve himself, but due to the
effects of the drug, his weakened body trips and wakes up Morinaga. Morinaga sees that Souichi is aroused
and understands that the drug Souichi has taken actually works. The next morning, Morinaga is troubled by
not having been able to control himself and what he did to Souichi. Souichi is furious with Morinaga for
betraying his trust and threatens to kill him, but Morinaga tells him that he has been insensitive as well. He
reminds Souichi that he was aware of his long termed feelings for him, but became careless around him like he
had last night and he finally just lost control. Souichi then throws Morinaga out of his own apartment , who
then goes to the university in shame. When he returns home, Morinaga calls Souichi to apologize and swears
to never appear before him again. At first, Souichi thinks nothing of it due to being furious with him.
However, Morinaga soon completely vanishes and his classmates and friends begin to ask Souichi if he knows
where Morinaga has gone, who has not contacted anyone. Souichi is shocked, having thought that Morinaga
had simply been avoiding him. After not being able to contact Morinaga himself, Souichi begins to grow
extremely worried and anxious that Morinaga may have been hurt or tried to hurt himself, getting his family
contact info and searching for him and going to his apartment every day and night to see if he has come home.
During this time, he begins to realize that despite everything that happened, he was willing to forgive and
forget the entire event between the two. He then realizes how desperately he just wants Morinaga to come
back home, saying the loss he is feeling is one that he has never felt before. Morinaga eventually returns to his
apartment to pack up his belongings so he can move away when Souichi finally finds him when doing his
nightly check. Souichi lets it slip how frantically worried he was when he vanished and Morinaga is deeply
touched. Souichi tells him to never go away again and Morinaga tells him that if he is to stay, they will have to
have sex since his feelings have not changed and that he cannot control himself around him anymore. Souichi,
not wanting Morinaga to leave, reluctantly succumbs to the sexual advances and allows Morinaga to have sex
with him. The two commence a dysfunctional relationship: Characters[ edit ] Souichi Tatsumi - A first year
doctorate student in the agricultural science department at a university in Nagoya. Extremely hot-headed and
violent, he has a reputation of being a tyrant to other students at the University and is not very social in result.
After almost being raped by a gay professor and other bad experiences with homosexual men, he becomes
extremely homophobic. Despite this, he unconsciously becomes deeply emotionally attached to his research
assistant and friend, Morinaga, whom he is aware is homosexual but allows by his side on the agreement that
his sexual orientation not be an issue. He tries to rationalize his dependency on Morinaga by convincing
himself that having sex with him from time to time is essential to keep him in his life, although refusing to
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admit why he needs him in his life in the first place. Hikaru Midorikawa Tetsuhiro Morinaga - A first year
masters student in the agricultural science department at a university in Nagoya. He has a rough past due to
growing up in a conservative family who drove him out of his hometown after discovering his relationship
with a boy named Masaki, disgracing him, and leading him to a life of partying and promiscuity before
changing his ways. He has been in love with Souichi since he first set eyes on him in university. He often
appears at the beginning of each volume and gives Morinaga advice on his romance problems, although
occasionally growing tired of hearing about his love drama. She mistakenly believes that Souichi and
Morinaga are a couple, a belief that becomes less mistaken over time. She is shown to be a happy typical
teenage girl and is supportive of her brother having a relationship with Morinaga, often teasing him about it
and discussing their latest drama with Isoagi. He uses this knowledge as leverage to keep Souichi from
threatening to kill Mitsugu and to treat him better. He is very smart, but ditzy and absent-minded. He was one
of the main characters in the manga series Challengers. He lives in constant fear of Souichi and is deathly
afraid of him. He is partially the reason Tetsuhiro had left their hometown, being the one to discover his
relationship with Masaki, who was also his best friend, and to reveal it their family and town. He hopes to
make amends with Masaki and his brother, only to discover the amount of pain he unintentionally caused.
Following this, he hopes to change his ways. He has a side story in the series, which focuses on him and
Misaki re-connecting again before eventually becoming a couple themselves. He secretly started a relationship
with Tetsuhiro in their teen years, but was actually in love with Kunihiro. Following Kunihiro finding out and
harshly reprimanding them for their lifestyle, he tried to commit suicide, but the attempt failed and he soon
moved away to start fresh. As seen in a side story, when he meets back up with Kunihiro, he initially takes it
very badly due to still holding a grudge towards him. However, they eventually move past their emotional
barriers and become a couple. He is shown to be lively and loves his children dearly. Yamaguchi - A friend of
Morinaga who is in the same year and major as Morinaga. DramaQueen initially announced at Otakon but due
to financial difficulties, the book was never released. The series was available in scanlation , but DramaQueen
issued cease and desist orders. Although it would be at a slower pace.
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2: The Tyrant Falls in Love - Wikipedia
Xiao Man, the beloved heir to the north area's martial arts club, suddenly decides to transfer to a south area high school
to pursue "him". However, on her first day as a transfer student, everyone -including the teachers- mistakes her for a
male delinquent.

Kindan no Ai Desu ka!! April 6, A strange girl named Guri arrives at the house of Seiji Aino with a notebook
called the "Kiss Note," which has the power to cause love between people. She claims that if Seiji does not
kiss someone within 24 hours, he will remain a virgin forever, which Seiji misunderstands so he kisses her
instead. The two eventually make-up, with Guri revealing her status as a cupid from heaven, and pairing them
together with the Kiss Note, but not without including herself into the harem. One of their teachers Mr
Kusunoke, is in love with one of their classmates, Mari. The girls decide to find out if the two would make a
good couple, despite being a teacher and student. Mari claims to think of Mr Kusunoke as a little brother. Guri
plans to fake taking Mari hostage so Mr Kusunoke can rescue her, however real criminals take both Mari and
Guri hostage and Seiji is shot protecting Yuzu, causing her to develop feelings for him. Mr Kusunoke tries to
protect Mari but is too weak to be of help. When Akane realises the criminals shot Seiji she beats them
violently. Mr Kusunoke tells Mari that to confess his love would be inappropriate and will wait until she is no
longer his student. Mari reveals she feels the same way but had likewise been waiting to tell him. She also
privately tells Seiji that she loved Mr Kusunoke first and secretly manipulated him into falling in love with
her. Aqua jealously watches Seiji with the girls. Yuzu attempts to befriend Aqua but Aqua accidentally reveals
her own feelings for Seiji. They are approached by Stolas, a demonic penguin obsessed with Aqua. Seiji saves
Aqua while Stolas is arrested. Guri and Seiji observe an argument between a man and the women he was
cheating on. Seiji gets pulled into the fight and the Kiss Note is burned. Korari admits that as no Kiss Note has
ever been destroyed before no one knows what will happen. After Akane ignores Seiji it is concluded that all
the couples brought together by the Kiss Note will break up, including Seiji and the girls. She gives Guri her
own Kiss Note as a replacement as she is retiring due to being pregnant. Akane appears, angry that Seiji had
not chased after her like she wanted and kisses him before stabbing him. Fortunately Guri re-enters their
names in her new Kiss Note, restoring their harem and immortality just in time. A pink haired girl in glasses
watches them. Guri learns Yuzu skips school so she can stalk Akane. Akane admits she knows Yuzu stalks her
and tells Yuzu to attend school since she has Seiji to protect her, which upsets Yuzu who runs away. Yuzu
defends herself from a pervert and falls into the water until Seiji rescues her. A girl named Shikimi approaches
Seiji and Guri for help with her crush. Guri is unable to write the crushes name in the Kiss Note as Shikimi
does not know his name. Seiji ends up alone with Shikimi and accidentally reveals that he and the girls are
immortal. Guri realises her Kiss Note is missing. Shikimi lures Seiji away and kidnaps him, revealing that she
is actually the pink haired girl from episode 3, a sadistic psychopath who has stolen the Kiss Note and tortures
Seiji to find out how Guri grants immortality. Shikimi restrains Akane and threatens to kill Seiji to hurt Akane.
Guri appears and Shikimi tries to manipulate her into letting her join the harem. Their meeting is interrupted
by Maou, the current ruler of Hell who is determined to make Guri work for him as a demon. Kamisama and
Maou agree Guri is still too immature and Seiji is returned to earth to teach Guri all he can about love. Seiji
realises Shikimi has followed them. Shikimi is convinced Akane is too weak to survive the feud. This is
proven true as Akane fights Stolas, who has returned for Aqua, and is badly injured. At school everyone
attempts to help a couple prove their love by hunting ghosts. However it turns out the couple were also ghosts
who had fallen in love but other jealous ghosts had refused to let them go to heaven until they proved their
love. Guri is left troubled by her own feelings. May 18, Guri becomes angry when Seiji refuses to go to a
festival with her. Guri is approached by a boy who asks her on a date. Guri constantly compares Seiji with the
boy who is much nicer. At the festival the boy tries to kiss her, only to be rejected as Guri cannot stop thinking
about Seiji. She then bumps into Seiji who came to the festival to stop her complaining. Despite his bad
qualities she kisses him after realising she is happiest when they are together. Seiji is attacked by assassins but
Aqua saves him. Seemingly imprisoned Akane recalls her childhood, the first time she met Seiji and how she
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eventually fell in love with him. Suo orders Akane to kill Seiji. Akane almost does so but cannot as she loves
Seiji too much. Suo almost beheads Seiji herself but Akane saves him. Akane stops the fight by insisting she is
staying with Seiji no matter what. Guri points out Suo is acting out of love and is subsequently stabbed in the
head by the embarrassed Suo, who allows Akane to continue dating Seiji, on condition she will kill him if he
ever hurts Akane. Akane, back to her old self, attacks Guri for kissing Seiji and declares that they are now
rivals. Suo explains to Ameisha that Yuzu is in love with Akane while also dating Seiji, something Ameisha
had been unaware of. Guri worries Seiji and Akane are leaving her behind. Shikimi is ordered by both Suo and
Ameisha to keep an eye on Seiji. Seiji and Akane plan to show Shikimi their success as a couple. Akane
suggests they kiss and Seiji agrees on condition Akane and Guri get along. Yuzu becomes upset at the thought
of Akane and Seiji kissing. As part of the cultural festival the class decide to put on a play with Shikimi,
Akane and Guri as the Princess, Knight and Knights Rival respectively. Yuzu kisses Seiji, becoming confused
when she feels nothing and convinces herself she hates Seiji for stealing Akane. During the play Akane fights
with Guri again. Yuzu arrives and admits to kissing Seiji to work out how she feels. Akane forgives her,
telling her to take all the time she needs. Akane successfully finishes the play by kissing Guri, hoping to show
Seiji she can get along with her if necessary. Yuzu claims she still detests Seiji but no longer hates him.
Shikimi mentions to Guri that the closer Yuzu and Akane become to Seiji, the more Guri risks being left
behind. After spending the day with them Seiji tries to take a bath but his privacy is repeatedly invaded. Later
with Akane in the garden Seiji keeps his promise and kisses her. Aqua returns, sees Seiji with four girls and
punishes him. Seeing Aqua is upset Guri promises to help Aqua get some attention from Seiji. Aqua questions
whether Guri has any actual feelings for Seiji. Stolas the Penguin returns, stronger than before. While escaping
Aqua is defended by Korari. Aqua, tired of being afraid, stands up to Stolas and kicks him in the face. Seiji
arrives to protect Aqua but finds she no longer needs protecting. Aqua realises her brother is still the same
person he always was, despite his multiple girlfriends. Guri worries that something is missing between her and
Seiji. Shikimi offers to talk with Guri about it and they disappear together. Seiji suspects Shikimi is
responsible and confronts her. Shikimi captures Seiji and kisses him with Guri secretly watching. Guri had
confided in Shikimi her fear something was missing between her and Seiji. Shikimi suggests staying away
from Seiji and observing him with Akane. Guri saw that Seiji did not seem to be looking for her. Akane and
Yuzu arrive and Shikimi reveals the depressed Guri. Shikimi tells her to ask Seiji how he feels about her. Seiji
angrily responds that Guri has only ever been a nuisance, causing Guri to become cocooned in black feathers.
Shikimi leaves with Maou. Yuzu blames Seiji for neglecting Guri and insists he help her save Guri. Akane
refuses to help while Seiji decides he also wants to save Guri. Seiji and Yuzu are found by Shikimi, forcing
them to flee. They are rescued by Akane, who reached hell in an unusual manner, and after reaching Guri
demands she either return to normal or stay a demon forever. Seiji finally realises how badly he really had
been treating Guri and pleads with her to return to normal. After Guri instinctively makes a dirty joke Seiji
realises normal Guri is not gone after all. Guri becomes so confused by her feelings she almost faints.
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The Tyrant Falls In Love Volume 2 (Yaoi) [Hinako Takanaga] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. Morinaga's crush on Tatsumi-senpai has been going on for four years and counting.

Tetsuhiro Morinaga can tell you all about that â€” now that he had a taste of the forbidden fruit Customer
Book Reviews One of the oddest and most entertaining yaoi pairings out there By Lauren Mercedes on Apr
11, From begining to end, the relationship between Morinaga and his "senpai", Tatsumi, is a playful romp in
sado-masochism. Tatsumi is a high-strung and temperamental biology major, with raging homophobia and a
deep, unwavering love for his younger brother -- who just so happens to be gay and living in America with his
lover. Tatsumi firmly believes in "tough love" nothing says "I care about you" better than a well-meaning
punch to the head and could teach classes in self-denial. Tatsumi knows this and frequently gives Morinaga a
hard time for his "perverse ways", yet oddly, remains close friends with him despite hating gays. Remember
what I said about self-denial? Morinaga bravely steps to help Tatsumi drink himself into oblivion rather than
release a plague upon the West in retaliation , but thing really get going when, in search of more booze,
Tatsumi downs a bottle of Aphrodisiac Morinaga had stashed in a back closet I highly recommend this series
to anyone with an eye for fun, hot, and unusual yaoi. Fabulous squicky hilarious shmoopy smutty weird
abusive comedy By J. Brown on Sep 22, Finally, after far too long in licensing limbo, Tyrant is here! And it is
awesome. In Challengers, Souichi blond ponytail is introduced as the unremittingly homophobic, violently
temperamental, and homicidally overprotective older brother of Tomoe, the uke of that series. Souichi was
apparently hugely popular with readers and with Takanaga herself, and promptly got a completely unwanted
love interest hopelessly devoted fellow grad student Morinaga and later his own spinoff series, The Tyrant
Falls In Love. Takanaga must have had a hard time coming up with a way to get a homophobe with a
hair-trigger temper and a complete willingness to say it with his fists into bed, and goes for the old
booze-drugs-and-noncon standby. Souichi flies off the handle after California legalizes gay marriage and
Tomoe announces his intention of marrying his boyfriend, Morinaga tries to calm him down with lots of beer,
drunk! Souichi accidentally drinks an aphrodisiac that Morinaga was given by a meddling friend long story ,
Morinaga is unable to resist the opportunity to molest horny! Souichi, you know the drill. Where this goes off
the rails of the usual BL "forceful seduction" is that Souichi is totally not OK with it, never becomes OK with
it, and in fact tries to murder Morinaga in a fit of rage the morning after. So Morinaga promises to never let
Souichi see his face again, and vanishes. Cue the other half of the push-pull dynamic of this relationship:
Souichi is a friendless loner and emotionally dependent on Morinaga, and with him gone, Souichi, who has
mood swings like a swinging thing, starts to feel Just as in Challengers, Souichi turns out to be willing to
compromise his self-image to keep Morinaga around, as long as he can blame it all on Morinaga and beat him
up afterwards, and Morinaga is willing to play the villain as long as it gets him Souichi. So the two of them
settle into a tempestuous, mutually abusive relationship: Because Tryant, you see, is a comedy; kind of a
squicky, bad-taste comedy in spots, and with a strong dramatic streak, but mainly a comedy. Souichi is
permanently furious, and his over-the-top reactions to everything are the main source of humor. Souichi is
totally not willing to examine his attachment to Morinaga and gets violent whenever Morinaga tries to be
shmoopy and romantic, but at the same time is equally unwilling to let him go. Morinaga is resigned to being
bossed around, worked like a dog, and punched as long as he can smex up Souichi on a regular basis.
Honestly, these two would be far better off leaving each other and finding more compatible partners, but
watching them rattle around each other makes for excellent entertainment. I can now die happy By F. Caldwell
on Sep 23, Yes, finally. Volume 1 of The Tyrant Falls in Love is here. I am a longtime fan of the series and
Challengers, the original series that this is a spin off from. I love the characters and obviously Souichi and
Morinaga are my favorite among favorites. It never fails to impress me. Morinaga is a gay man who are
strangely lacking in yaoi manga They even stayed friends. Volume 1 finds him feeling hopeless much as he
was back in Challengers volume 3 and lost. The morning after finds Morinaga restored to his right mind and
dreading the result of his "forced seduction. Tyrant is hands down one of my favorite series. Yes, they have a
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strange, twisted, mutually abusive relationship. Morinaga takes as much from Souichi as he gives back. But
through all the ups and downs the story remains entertaining and hilarious. The progression of their
relationship is always exciting and serves as a welcome change from all the high school boys and girly ukes in
yaoi manga. Sure, Souichi has long hair but he acts and fights like a man. He also has a mouth like a trucker.
And I have to say that I kind of prefer the scanlations to the official translation. June kept the honorifics
thankfully! A few times it almost seemed like they went out of their way to avoid the wording used by the
scanlation and ended up using awkward phrasing. Probably not the case but who knows? Because, yes, I own
half the series in Japanese and have read all the scanlations but I still want the English release. I love it just
that much. Hands down my favorite title By Angela Williams on May 15, This is, without a doubt, my favorite
yaoi title. The development of the relationship between the two main characters is a joy to watch. The door to
the sexual relationship is opened with a fairly common yaoi plot device, but what happens afterwards is not so
typical. And aside from this initial episode, Morinaga is one of the gentlest, caring, and likable semes out
there. One of the things I like best about this story is that the uke is an independent, untamed, MAN, not a
girl-substitute or a whimpering man-child. There are times in the course of the story when he has to be the
strong one and protect Morinaga. They are equals, and aside from the sexual relationship they have a respect
and liking for each other as individuals. The artwork is beautiful, and conveys intense passion without being
completely graphic. There is also plenty of humor and enough plot to keep things moving. If I could have only
one yaoi series on my bookshelf, this would absolutely be it. A yaoi for any yaoi lover! Granted, the first,
second, and third books can be quite frustrating for those who just want the "tyrant" to admit his own feelings
for Morinaga. However, once you get to book 4, the story begins to take off on a journey we all want to see: A
Souichi is a deeply repressed self-hating closet homosexual who is forced to come to terms with his sexuality.
C Souichi is your typical easily embarrassed heterosexual Male Tsundere who just follows societal norms.
Overall the plot line is well thought out and very funny at times. I enjoy the facial expressions from the
extreme chibi to the subtle hints of disappointment , and find that Takanaga captures both of the characters in
their true forms and delivers them with grace and ease. I hear that there is a 3rd book coming soon, but with
translation and editing and publishing Keep your eyes open if you like the first 2 books. It is hands down one
of my favorites. The sex scenes are well done and there are just enough of them to keep it really exciting. The
storyline is excellent and the development of the characters is fantastic. Rand on Apr 27, Let me start off with
some warnings. Takanaga-sama manages to combine an addictively enthralling mixture of witty and baudy
humor, heart-wrenching romance and longing, steamy, mouth-watering sex-scenes, and a teasing edge of
frustration that will keep you literally on the edge of your seat, flipping the pages as fast as your fingers will
allow. I would strongly suggest this book to any yaoi lover- first time reader or seasoned vet like myself- as a
permanant addition to your collection! I am so excited to see this book finally come out in english print for the
American masses! There was drama and romance and humor. I look for to reading the rest of the series. By
Alphacentarinia on Jan 17, Finally own Vol. Amazing condition and translated extremely well! It was a
well-made book and has survived the years well. Five Stars By Brown. By Mf on Jul 16, I love this story to
bad I will not be able to collect the whole series. Only some volumes are primed and the rest are over priced. I
love this series! By Rabbitzan12 on Jul 19, I feel so inspired when I see the artwork and it most definitely has
some very adorable scenes as well as some blush-tastic scenes. I look forward to more. Add a Book Review
Book Summary: This particular edition is in a Paperback format. It was published by Digital Manga
Publishing and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at the lowest price, Click Here.
4: The Tyrant Falls in Love, Vol. 1 (Yaoi) by Hinako Takanaga ()
This is a rare doujinshi of Tyrant Falls in Love, done by Hinako Takanaga herself. It was limited for sale only in Yaoi-Con
, and autographed by her. Item has.

5: The Tyrant Who Falls in Love Manga - Read The Tyrant Who Falls in Love Online For Free
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The Tyrant Falls in Love (æ•‹ã•™ã‚‹æš´å•›, Koisuru Boukun) is a Japanese yaoi manga series written and illustrated by
Hinako Takanaga. The Tyrant Falls in Love is a sequel to Takanaga's series Challengers.

6: Tyrant Falls in Love | eBay
University study Tetsuhiro Morinaga has been in love with his homophobic, violent and tyrannical sempai Souichi
Tatsumi for more than four years now.

7: the tyrant fall in love | Tumblr
The tyrant who falls in love ep1 pt1 - Duration: KawaiiKitten 26, views. ICE SKATING IS EVERYTHING (Yuri!!! On Ice
Reaction) - Duration: KrisPNatz 7, views.

8: Love Tyrant - Wikipedia
the tyrant fall in love Most recent. koisuru boukun koi suru boukun koisuruboukun the tyrant falls in love mine jk my post
blog AAAAAAAAA Really this was an.

9: The Tyrant Falls in Love Series by Hinako Takanaga
www.enganchecubano.com: æ•‹ã•™ã‚‹æš´å•› Vol. 9 / Koisuru BoKun Vol. 9 Morinaga has finally became one with his
sweetheart, Tatsumi. However, he returns home from a week-long training session to find that Tatsumi has turned into a
raging demon once again!
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